Fig. 1: Map of India showing Karnataka, map of Karnataka Showing location of Belgaum district and map of Belgaum District showing tahsiles.
Fig. 2: Map showing drainage of Rivers and Nallas of Belgaum district
Fig. 3: Map showing Soil and their distribution in the Belgaum district
Fig. 4: Map showing Forest area of Belgaum district
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Evergreen and semi-evergreen forest
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Deciduous forest with Bamboo breaks
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Dry deciduous forest

Southern tropical scrub and thorn forest
Plate- IV

Secondary forest near Khanapur

Sand stone rocks at Sutgatti ghat

Gokak water fall
Plate-V

Lateritic plateau of higher altitude during monsoon

Lateritic plateau of higher altitude during summer
**Plate-VI**

*Hubbardia heptaneuron* on hanging rock during summer in Mahadayi river at Chapoli (Jamboti)

*Dichanthium paranjpyeanum* with *Rhynchospora wightiana* growing in grassland at Kankumbi region